Unfortunately, only Professor Jouanna, in a typically lucid piece on Korais, and M Touwaide, on Sprengel, explain to the nonclassicist the significance of the methods and achievements of their subjects within their own field of classical philology. For the rest, a list of works, biographical data, and academic gossip suffice. The individual scholars of the past are not discussed within a context of the development of philology, ancient medicine, history, or modem medicine. Antiquarian personal detail, albeit interesting, takes the place of historiographical argument.
Only [ italics mine] and concentrating instead upon the material structures of urban life" (p. 2). The book's ultimate and laudable goal is to go beyond the cliche that this was "the poore's plague", by asking why the poor suffered so grievously.
There is some logic to studying mortality patterns of the Great Plague without concentrating on plague as the overriding "cause". However, Champion's dismissal of drawing on modem medical knowledge as "anachronistic" seems unnecessarily absolute. The conclusion that "epidemics" other than plague were also involved in the mortality crisis of 1665 is promising, but unconvincing without recourse to medical authorities of the time whose observations the author deems "speculative". Pleurisy was acknowledged as epidemical, but massive deaths from "surfeit" seem medically unlikely. Whatever "plague" was in 1665 (Champion always placing it in quotes), its symptoms were well and widely known, and usually easy to identify even by the much maligned "searchers". More pertinent to this monograph, many of the surprises that computer-assisted techniques elicit in the vagaries of the path of the mortality of 1665 may be explained in part by the haphazard travels of the rat flea, Xenopsylla cheopis (dismissed in the book as part of "the rat-flea theory").
The quantitative findings of this study were drawn in large part from ten model parishes in different parts of the metropolis, chosen for their socio-economic differences and for having sources that enabled status to be linked with mortality. The result is a much more detailed charting than previously attempted of the variations in "epidemic mortality" throughout metropolitan London in 1665: by acreage, parish, household, assumed wealth and poverty, relative age, gender, and seasonality. This mapping contains some debatable premisses, while confirming many long-held generalizations. Explaining the reasons behind who died, when, and where leads the author from the quantitative arena into speculative reasoning, drawing on "literary" sources. The greatest unknown
